UCGS 11/20/23 Meeting Minutes (in person and via Zoom)

Agenda and minutes approval was delayed due to late arrival of some committee members due to confusion over meeting start times.

1. Chairperson Remarks – (Copy on D2L)
   - Dr. Smith summarized Interim President Woodruff’s comments from the last Faculty Senate Meeting.
   - Dr. Smith shared resources from the Provost’s Office.
   - Dr. Smith discussed faculty senate resolution calling for Chairperson Vassar’s resignation.
   - Dr. Smith discussed the return to Berkey Hall and resources for coping with that effort.
   - Dr. Smith discussed new safety protocols including security cameras and door locks, and centralization of classroom security

2. Agenda was approved with the striking of item 6 (as requested by Chemistry Department)
   a. All in favor, no opposed no abstain

3. Previous Minutes from October 16 were approved.
   a. All in favor, no opposed no abstain

4. Dr. Dagbovie had only brief greetings and well wishes.

5. COGS Vice President Chamoun announced
   a. Approval of new awards
   b. Approval of new celebrations
   c. Discussion of potential resolutions regarding Israel/Hamas war
   d. Discussion of resolution to begin Spring semester one week later as of SS2025.
   Resolution passed 6-0. (UCGS agreed to our representatives’ votes on the joint ad hoc committee)

6. Postponed to January at Chemistry Department Request

7. Request for a Moratorium on Admission to the Bachelor of Arts/Master of Arts linked Health and Risk Communication – Media and Information. Dr. Sharkey introduced this request and reasoning. Request passed, no opposed no abstain

8. Request for a Moratorium on Admission to the Bachelor of Science/Master of Arts Linked Health and Risk Communication – Media and Information. Request passed, no opposed no abstain

9. Request for a Moratorium on Admission to the Bachelor of Arts/Master of Arts Linked Media and Information. Request passed, no opposed no abstain

Items 10-13 were discussed and voted upon as a unit.
10. Request to change the requirements for the **Master of Human Resources and Labor Relations** degree in **Human Resources and Labor Relations** in the School of Human Resources and Labor Relations.
   Request passed, no opposed one abstain

11. Request to change the requirements for the **Master of Science** degree in **Kinesiology** in the Department of Kinesiology.
   Request passed, no opposed one abstain

12. **Request to change the requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy** degree in **Kinesiology** in the Department of Kinesiology.
   Request passed, no opposed one abstain

13. **Request to change the requirements for the Master of Public Policy** degree in **Public Policy** in the Department of Political Science.
   Request passed, no opposed one abstain

14. Request for a **New Department of PA Medicine** at MSU College of Osteopathic Medicine.
   - Dr. John McGinnity described the request and the existence of a functional unit performing this task already. The need is to formalize the existence of a department for that functional unit, as already exists for similar programs in College of Nursing or other practices in COM.
   - Two cohorts have already been enrolled, first will graduate in 2024. Program is 15 months long, there is high demand, high number of strong applicants. There are over 300 programs nationally, 10 in Michigan, most of these have separate departments to run the program.
   - A critical issue of lost records during the pandemic concerning the creation of this department made this a controversial request. Dr. McGinnity described the need for conversion to a department in order to get appropriate accreditation, serve on COM committees, and perform other key departmental functions. He emphasized that there are no budgetary requests, and they operate on an RBI model. There was extensive discussion on the proper procedure for this approval. Dr. Sharkey provided evidence that this curriculum was approved by the UCGS in 2019. A movement was made to endorse the previous vote from October 8, 2019, to approve this program and reaffirm support for the present proposal.
   Request passed, no opposed one abstain

15. Roundtable regarding AI and Graduate Education
   - Professor Bill Hart-Davidson described his background and the recent history at MSU of machine learning/AI in writing. Major points were: 1) beginning discussions on Consent for use of AI writing tools and Disclosure of the use of these tools in different formats; 2) regulatory rules and proprietary use of these tools; 3) data protection – especially of Federal data or Medical data.
   - Questions were brought up concerning the use of generative AI for journal review.
   - Anecdotal evidence was provided for the use and acceptance of AI writing tools in class.
• Advice was provided regarding using clear language in syllabi or class introductions as to the acceptable and unacceptable uses of AI writing tools.
• Dean Dagbovie advocated for the clarification of plagiarism rules and expectations for the use of AI writing tools. He also discussed the difficulties of journal editing when papers make use of AI writing tools.
• Dr. Hart-Davidson discussed the potential amplification of bias by generative AI, and suggested the AI writing tools are currently acting as drafting tools.

4:55 Meeting adjourned